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5 taking of a human life. Abortions, as we know them, are done from about 9 weeks up until 7 to 8 months. 7 months in North America, later in other countries.

______________ =_ unbbm child is fully developed, it has the features of a child, ithas a functioning digestive system and functioning urinary system and is indistinguishable from
any other child. I think the deliberate taking of human life is wrong. , 1|% t km,’ “

Legally they are trying to define when life begins... Is there any point at which you think We exists or is conceived?
The Law Reform Commission looked at that question, because the government is probably going to try to take a gestational approach to the problem. But if you really start to try to 
pick a point, its very difficult A few years ago, when I started into practice, 1 had à baby bom at 32 weeks, and we just kept our fingers crossed, we were nervous that the baby would 
die, and it didn’t Just a few months ago, there was a baby bom at 20 weeks,and if survived. The government may still want to go outside 26 weeks, but here we have a 20 week old 

baby who is living and is a human being, logically we must say that this child was bom and lives - it is a human being.
So you’re saying at 20 weeks its a human being. O.k. so what about the week before that and the week before:
There is no point if you uy to draw a line, you can’t it’s impossible because nothing happens except conception; becauseat that point a sperm joins an egg after which, nothing is added

Rro^dioSïèofSe opinion that the soul enters the body of the child as it is bom; and at that point only is the baby a human being. How do yoti respond to this?

Sometimes they say, soul, sometimes they say personhood or personalities. We can operate on a baby, if ithas something wrong with its kidneys, onf it has some fluid in the brain. 
We can operate on the baby; take it out of the womb " — J—“ -------™w‘w f— **“ “ |K“ 'lwl T* '1™,‘ M*

What is your view toward abomot 
I think abortion is the 
And at that stage the
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ne Court 
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«c. So the act of removing the baby from die womb is no big deal. It doesn’t confer 
the womb. Philosophically, those arguments hold no water. It makes absolutely.no 

give a reason for. In fact several people have put forth the idea that we shouldn’t decide whether 
ious problems. If you start with that type of argument, there is no end to it, it is my opinion.
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jld pressure and she iaseverely diabetic, or if she has cancer or any other problems, then is
talked about the balancing of the mothers health against the baby’s health, and it’s absolutely ‘ 

deliver the baby and hope for the best If the baby is far along, and it is old enough, hopefully 
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which is the real problem with premature babies. 
a talking about the life of the baby too. The baby has to BO delivered.

HH** girl wanted togobaukto school, because the mother had planned
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result tit abortion in Canada, amount to point owe of a percentage point .
1, that was one Of the biggest reasons. It is just a smokescreen. It is just 
i almost never becomes pregnant from it and, almost never has an abor
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' Dwork and sorton going_______,,
The rape and incest arguments, is the*
When the other side talks of rape as b< „ 
so tot we can get our emotions raised up for this poor $ 
tion. So they conjure up all these images so we will sa 

while poverty and prejudice and all those wrongs ai

that act byperfonmng another vtotefa act on mai gin,
Howdo you feel about (he prevention of abortion by proper contraception education?

\ and I wish totlttxwld be true, but studies on teenage sexual habits ébeen done and what they have concluded, is that although teenagers are using contraceptives 
frequently the incidence of pregnancy has continued to rise. Their conclusion is that we have to make abortion firmly available as a means of 

”tv as put 25% of teenagers deliberately go out and get pregnant, and they do so for various reasons, such as problems at home, parent break
ing for is sdneone to love them. They wiU havp intercourse to get someone to love them, and they will have a baby in order to get someone

on, we will have to have abortions. That is an illogical argument as there will never be a perfect contiacbptive. f 

ivho go for an abortion have already had one or more abortions. They are now using abortions 

ber rises, the incidence of repeat abortion increases also.
lave an abortion without the knowledge of ht| parents. One state overturned that, and the i 
This to1 pg<=<»*»iflHy we are pushing ourselves towards extinction. About 15% of our.|

hildren would be ip^aooe?

w years ago there was an Eugenics

^ * The number of i
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i abortions are being done for social reasons, 
s shouldn’t solve them surgically.
innocent than you or I are. Do we have the right to deny tot child, as somebody said 

accomplice in that act; and as awful as that act was, we don’t remove that act, we don’t justify that act; we don’t change
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